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Abstract— Human gaze plays a crucial role in communication
and social interaction. Many recent studies have focused on
predicting the 2D pixel location of a person’s gaze target in an
image. However, this approach has limitations when it comes
to studying gaze for downstream applications that require
analysis of higher-level social gaze behaviors. Previous works
have post-processed the predicted 2D gaze target for social gaze
prediction, however, we show that this approach is insufficient.
Our proposed method jointly predicts the gaze target and social
gaze behaviour, explicitly incorporating people interaction for
state of the art results on three social gaze tasks - looking
at heads, mutual gaze and shared attention. Additionally, we
introduce evaluation protocols for these tasks, presenting a
promising avenue for future research in gaze behavior analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding where and at whom or at what a person is
looking is an important task, with applications in consumer
behavior analysis [53] [25], human-human [3] or human-
robot interaction analysis [23], psychological studies [42]
and medical diagnosis [21]. In particular, detecting and un-
derstanding social gaze behaviours like mutual gaze [34] or
shared attention [13] plays an important role in the develop-
ment of AI systems with social intelligence. Analysing social
gaze is also essential for the assessment of developmental
disorders like autism spectrum disorders (ASD) [2]. Given
that 1 in 36 children have been identified with ASD [31],
having tools to predict social gaze can help decrease time
for diagnosis, allowing more children to be tested at lower
costs.

Analysing the social gaze of people requires the semantic
categorization of their Visual Focus of Attention (VFOA),
i.e. are they looking at another person or object. There have
been several works in this direction [48][4][43][36], but
they often assumed access to frontal views of people and
prior knowledge about the 3D structure of the scene (e.g.
by relying on multi-camera setups with known geometry),
making them unable to generalize to unseen environments.
With a focus on the generalization of gaze analysis in
arbitrary scenes, Recasens et al. [46] introduced the Gaze
Following task which aims to predict the 2D pixel location
of the gaze target of a person in a scene, using only the
RGB image as input. This seminal work has been extended in
several ways, by using temporal information [10], additional
derived modalities such as depth [23] [17], or allowing the
joint processing of multiple people [22][52]. However, the
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Fig. 1: Our method accurately predicts social gaze where
state of the art Gaze Following methods fail. Row 1 shows
sample cases for LAH, and row 2 shows sample cases for
LAEO. Orange denotes true positive pairs from our model,
while white denotes gaze predictions from [54], which on
post-processing leads to incorrect social gaze predictions.

main issue of these works is their focus on predicting the
2D pixel location of people’s VFOA, which is problematic
since inferring the semantic VFOA is often more relevant
to downstream applications. This also means that current
performance metrics like euclidean distance between the
ground-truth (GT) and predicted gaze target location might
not be appropriate to evaluate such systems, as methods with
similar performance in pixel space may have very different
performance when evaluated semantically.

In this paper, moving towards a more semantic analysis,
we propose to extend the Gaze Following task to also
predict social gaze behaviors in a unified architecture. More
specifically, we are interested in three social gaze tasks
illustrated in Fig. 2:

• LAH: Looking at Heads, which indicates whether peo-
ple look at others. This is a fundamental task in social
gaze analysis to understand person behaviour like in
group conversation analysis where gaze patterns depend
on speaking/listening status [18];

• LAEO: Looking at Each Other (i.e. eye-contact, or
mutual gaze), which is an important cue in social
interaction signaling engagement and attention between
individuals [26] and therefore used in the ADOS diag-
nostic test for autism [29];

• SA: Shared Attention, i.e. two or more people looking at
the same target. This cue contributes to the understand-



ing of the coordination of attention with others and is
crucial in the development of children [39] and is also
a component measured in ADOS.

Existing work has addressed the social gaze prediction
task in two ways. The first approach is the development of
models specifically for social gaze prediction. Most methods
in this approach aim to predict a specific social gaze task
such as shared attention [13] or mutual gaze [34]. Some
methods have attempted to predict multiple social gaze
tasks [14][8][32], however they suffer from incorrect formu-
lations or slow inference speed. The second approach is post-
processing the predicted gaze target from Gaze Following
models. For instance, if the predicted gaze targets of two
individuals is within a certain distance, they are assumed
to share attention [10]. Recently, as Gaze Following models
have improved, this approach has been shown to outperform
task specific models [16], [10]. However, we show that
standard post-processing of Gaze Following models is not
enough, probably as it misses scene and interaction under-
standing relevant for social gaze prediction. On the other
hand, our proposed method combines both approaches by
1) leveraging the gaze representations of a recent state of
the art Gaze Following model, 2) training the model for
social gaze prediction. We further investigate the benefit of
explicitly model person-person interactions through a graph
module. Our proposed method achieves state of the art
results, outperforming the post-processing approach.
Contributions. In this paper we propose three major contri-
butions:

• Joint Gaze Target and Social Gaze Prediction. We
propose a new model that jointly predicts the gaze target
and social gaze behaviour of people in a scene. To this
end, we leverage a recently proposed model for Gaze
Following, Sharingan [52], that achieves state of the art
results on public benchmarks. Sharingan can process the
gaze of all people in the scene, unlike typical Gaze Fol-
lowing architectures [10][15][17]. Thus, it naturally ex-
tends to social gaze prediction tasks that depend on peo-
ple interactions. Our model conceptualizes the token-
based person representations returned by Sharingan as
a fully connected graph, where each person is a node.
The nodes are either directly passed to multiple pairwise
task heads to predict the social gaze behavior of every
edge (i.e. a pair of people), or first updated using a
Graph Attention Network to explicitly model people
interactions, before being passed to the pairwaise task
heads. Extensive experiments shows that our models
achieve state-of-the-art or better results compared to
standard baseline methods on public benchmarks.

• Incorporating the Speaking Status. Although prior
VFOA estimation studies have shown improvements
using speaking status as auxiliary information [49][43],
its exploitation and effectiveness for general scenes has
not yet been investigated. Consequently, we extended
our model and conducted an initial study to assess
whether incorporating video-based inferred speaking
status can enhance the looking at heads performance.

Results indicate possible performance improvements,
but further experiments are required to fully explore the
potential benefit of this approach.

• New Evaluation Protocols. Tafasca et al. [51] recently
introduced the LAH task for evaluation on Gaze Fol-
lowing benchmarks. However, their evaluation protocol
does not consider the target person. In addition, while
people have addressed the SA task [13][10], existing
evaluation protocol lack clear definitions. In this paper,
we introduce well-defined protocols for both tasks, and
will share evaluation scripts.

In the following sections, we describe the related work
in this area (Sec. II), our model architecture (Sec. III),
experiments (Sec. IV) and conclusion (Sec. VI). All models
and evaluation scripts will be made publicly available to
facilitate further research in gaze behaviour understanding.

II. RELATED WORK

This paper is about extending a Gaze Following method
to also predict social gaze behaviors in a unified architecture.
We are specifically interested in Looking at Heads, Looking
at Each Other (i.e. eye-contact, or mutual gaze), and Shared
Attention (i.e. two or more people looking at the same target).
Next, we review some related works about these tasks.
Gaze Following. Originally introduced in [45], the task of
gaze-following aims to predict the pixel-wise target gaze
location of a person of interest in the scene. Since attention
can be either endogenous (i.e. goal-driven, voluntary, top-
down) or exogenous (i.e. stimuli-driven, reflexive, bottom-
up) [7], predicting where a target person is looking requires
not only analyzing the person but also understanding the
global context of the scene (i.e. Where are people located?
How are they interacting? Where are the salient objects?).
For this reason, typical architectures solve the task by relying
on CNN networks with two streams: the first one processes
the scene while the second one is more focused on the target
person, before feeding into a fusion mechanism to combine
information from both branches [45], [10], [15], [17], [22],
[23], [28]. Other works brought improvements on several
fronts, such as incorporating other relevant modalities like
depth [15], [17], [23], [54], [51], [37], pose [17], and objects
[20], leveraging scene geometry [19], [23], [15], processing
multiple people at once [22], or 1-stage training by jointly
predicting the head bounding boxes and gaze targets [55].
Looking at Heads. Tafasca et al. [51] recently proposed
the Looking at Heads task for evaluating the performance of
Gaze Following models. They motivate the importance of the
task with applications in child gaze behaviour understanding,
for instance identifying child looking at clinician behaviour
during an Autism diagnostic test [2]. It also serves as a
semantic evaluation of Gaze Following models, providing
complementary information to standard Gaze Following met-
rics, as better performance on these metrics does not always
correspond to better LAH performance. We further extend
this observation to our other social gaze tasks. Also, their
evaluation protocol does not consider the target person, so
looking at any head is considered a positive case. We provide



a new evaluation protocol that considers the target looked at
person in the metric computation.

Looking at Each Other. Mutual gaze or looking at each
other (LAEO) is one of the key components of social com-
munication. The computer vision task of LAEO is defined
as the prediction of a binary flag for a pair of people,
reflecting whether there is a mutual gaze between them.
This task of LAEO in videos was first introduced in [35].
Initially, methods focused on geometric approaches to predict
LAEO [35], [44]. Since then, several deep learning based
works have attempted to solve this task [11], [6], [34], [33],
[9]. More recently, gaze following methods [16], [27] also
evaluated performance for LAEO, achieving state of the art
results. Note that unlike typical approaches our method has
two important differences. Firstly, our method is image based
and does not use temporal information. Secondly, we do not
predict the head bounding boxes given the existence of highly
accurate head detectors [24].

Shared Attention. Shared attention is an important skill,
critical for early development, language learning [41], [1],
and social cognition [40]. The first work in computer vision
to propose the task of predicting shared attention is [13],
which also introduced a new public benchmark called the
VideoCoAtt dataset. Their method combines the predicted
2D gaze cones of people in the scene with a heatmap
of object region proposals. The authors define 2 tasks for
their dataset: binary classification to predict whether shared
attention occurs in a frame, and location detection to infer the
target object of the shared attention. A more recent work [50]
improves by directly inferring shared attention from the raw
image. Several gaze following methods were also evaluated
on this dataset to infer shared attention based on the intensity
of the combined predicted gaze heatmaps of the people in the
scene [10], [55], [27], and they seem to perform significantly
better than methods meant specifically for shared attention
detection. This finding suggests that the more general task
of gaze-following is useful for other social gaze downstream
tasks.

The main problem with the task formulation of [13] is that:
1. it cannot distinguish between multiple shared attention
behaviors if they occur in the same frame, and 2. it cannot
determine which specific people are sharing attention. Our
work takes a different approach that solves both problems:
we frame the task as a binary classification between pairs of
people. This formulation is more natural and has the added
benefit of extending to other social gaze tasks such as mutual
gaze.

Multiple Social Gaze Tasks Prediction. To the best of
our knowledge, there are only two previous works that
attempted to move in the direction of predicting multiple
gaze communication patterns simultaneously. The first is Fan
et al. [14] who proposed a spatio-temporal graph network
to hierarchically reason about gaze communication at the
atomic-level (ex. shared attention, mutual gaze) and event-
level (ex. gaze aversion, joint attention). However, they treat
atomic-level gaze behaviours as mutually exclusive which is

an incorrect formulation. For example, person A can have
mutual gaze with person B, while sharing attention with
person C towards B. On the other hand, our framework
considers pairs of people in the scene, allowing each pair
to be assigned one or more social gaze labels. The second
work is that of Chang et al. [8], that attempted to address the
problem in the previous work by considering a new set of five
mutually exclusive static gaze classes for dyadic interactions.
However, their method operates on order-dependent pairs of
people. Thus, their inference process is very slow as they
need to perform N !

(N−2)! forward passes with each image,
where N is the number of people in the scene. Instead, our
method processes all pairs of people in a single forward pass
through a graph module.

Finally, neither of the methods perform gaze following.
Our method performs simultaneous gaze following and social
gaze prediction, which is particularly important in the case
of shared attention to identify the target.

III. MODEL ARCHITECTURE

Our architecture is illustrated in Figure 2. It consists of two
main components - a Sharingan [52] encoder and the Social
Gaze Predictor. First, Sharingan processes the scene and head
crops to produce both image and person tokens. These tokens
are then used as input to a ViT encoder [12] producing as
output a set of person tokens encoding gaze and attention
information. The output person tokens are then passed to
the gaze target regression decoder and the Social Gaze
Predictor. This latter module consists of an optional Graph
Attention Network with task specific decoders to predict the
different social gaze behaviors. More precisely, the graph
processes the person nodes (along with the speaking status
when available) to jointly model all person-person gaze (or
multimodal) interactions, while the task specific decoders
take pairs of updated person node representations. We detail
each component below.

A. Sharingan

Sharingan is a hybrid CNN-Transformer that extends the
standard ViT [12]. More specifically, the input to the trans-
former is a set of image tokens and person gaze tokens.
The image tokens are obtained following the typical process
of converting the image into patches, projecting the patches
using a linear layer, and adding positional information. The
person gaze tokens, on the other hand, are obtained by
feeding the set of input heads and their corresponding head
bounding boxes to the Gaze Encoder. Within this module,
a CNN backbone processes the head crops to produce gaze
embeddings. These embeddings are simultaneously used to
predict a 2D gaze vector and produce a gaze token through a
linear projection layer. At the same time, a linear projection
is used to map the head bounding boxes to the same di-
mension as the transformer tokens. This location information
is then added to the gaze tokens to obtain the final person
gaze tokens. All tokens (i.e. image tokens and person tokens)
are then fed to a ViT encoder composed of several standard
transformer blocks in order to compute the output tokens.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of our overall architecture for gaze following and social gaze prediction. It comprises two main components
- a Sharingan encoder and the Social Gaze Predictor. The Sharingan encoder first processes the scene and head crops to
produce image and gaze tokens. These tokens are then passed to a ViT encoder to generate person tokens encoding gaze and
attention information, which are fed to the gaze target regression decoder and the Social Gaze Predictor. The latter module
includes a Graph Attention Network with task-specific decoders, which jointly model person-person multimodal interactions
and predict different social gaze behaviors. The modules outlined in black are frozen during training.

This allows the image tokens and person tokens to interact
with each other through self-attention, which updates the
person tokens with gaze relevant scene information. The
specific output tokens xoutcorresponding to the input person
gaze tokens are then used by the Social Gaze Predictor and
the other decoders to predict pair-wise social gaze, and each
individual’s 2D gaze point and in vs out of frame gaze label.
We refer the reader to the original paper for more details [52].

B. Social Gaze Predictor

We consider two approaches for predicting people’s social
gaze. In the first approach, we explicitly model people
interactions by updating the returned Sharingan person to-
kens using a Graph Module. The updated tokens are then
processed pair-wise by Task Specific Decoders to predict
social gaze. In the second approach, we directly pass pairs
of Sharingan person tokens to the task specific decoders.
Graph Module. Our goal is to create a model that in-
corporates all person-to-person gaze interactions, including
multimodal interactions when considering speaking status.
This facilitates the sharing of visual attention information
among groups of people, avoiding unrealistic social gaze
configurations. For instance, it can encourage that a person
cannot be engaged in a mutual gaze configuration with two
other individuals simultaneously by assigning a low weight
to such edges.

We achieve the above by relying on a Graph Attention
Network [57][5] (GAT) which uses the output person tokens
from Sharingan as nodes of a fully connected graph. In
general, Graph Neural Networks iteratively update the state
of their nodes by aggregating information from neighbouring
nodes. In the GAT case, the aggregation mechanism is

defined as a weighted average of neighbours in which the
weights are computed using an attention mechanism similar
to that used in transformers. This feature plays a crucial role
in enabling the Graph Module to choose the pertinent subset
of individuals for information aggregation.

In a more formal way, the input nodes to the Graph module
is the set of N person tokens xout from Sharingan. The graph
is defined to be fully connected so every node i can attend
to every other node j with weight αij . The output is the set
of updated person tokens xgr.

xgr
i = αiiWs+

N∑
j=1,j ̸=i

αij(Wgrx
out
j ), (1)

eij = sTLeakyReLU(Wsx
out
i +Wgrx

out
j ), (2)

αij =
exp(eij)∑N
k=1 exp(eik)

. (3)

Where s,Ws,Wgr are learnable parameters. Note that as our
graph is fully connected, the Graph Module could also be
implemented as a standard Transformer [56]. However, in
practice we observe lower performance when doing so, as
Transformers have a significantly higher number of parame-
ters and are prone to overfitting on our datasets.
Speaking status. In sufficiently long video segments, a

speaking status score be inferred by processing the tra-
jectories of people’s head crops [38]. This information is
introduced into the model by modifying the person input
token. Specifically, the speaking score is transformed into
a speaking status embedding s by linearly projecting the
score to the person token dimension. The input to the Graph
Module is then defined as the sum of xout and s.
Task Specific Decoders. While the graph facilitates the



modeling of interactions and is common to all tasks, we
rely on task-specific decoders to predict the social gaze
behavior for each graph edge. This approach is valid since
our behaviors can be defined for every person-to-person pair.
In practice, the representation of the edge from persons pi

and pj is given by the concatenated node representations
xgr
i ⊕ xgr

j where ⊕ denotes the concatenation operation.
The task specific decoders are then implemented as Multi-
Layer-Perceptrons (MLPs) that process the concatenated
node representations to predict the social gaze label. Note
that while for LAEO and SA, the prediction is symmetric
with respect to to the direction of the edge, for LAH, the
prediction depends on the direction of the edge. Accordingly,
the decoders are designed as:

ei→j = ELAH(xgr
i ⊕ xgr

j ), (4)

ei↔j = ELAEO(x
gr
i ⊕ xgr

j ), (5)

ci,j = ESA(x
gr
i ⊕ xgr

j ) (6)

where ei→j denotes whether person i is looking at person
j, ei↔j denotes whether person i and j are looking at each
other, and ci,j indicates whether person i and j are sharing
attention.

C. Loss Definition and Model details

Loss. To train the model, we use a combination of the
different losses for training:

L = λLAHLLAH + λLAEOLLAEO + λSALSA + λIOLIO

(7)
where LLAH is the looking at heads loss, LLAEO is the
LAEO loss, LSA is the shared attention loss and LIO is the
in-out prediction loss, i.e. the loss that defines whether the
gaze target of a person is inside the image or not. As each
task is a binary classification problem, each loss corresponds
to the standard binary cross entropy loss. It is computed
for each pair of people and then averaged across all pairs
of people in the scene. In principle, we could add as well
the target prediction loss. However, as the used datasets for
social gaze are small compared to the GazeFollow dataset
on which Sharingan is pretrained, we did not observe any
improvement in both the target location prediction and social
gaze prediction when using it.
Model details. The Sharingan encoder is pre-trained on
GazeFollow [46] following the protocol in [52]. For all of our
experiments, we keep its weights frozen. The Graph Module
is implemented as a GAT with 2 message passing layers
and the task specific decoders are implemented as 3 layer
MLPs with residual connections. Inputs. The scene image
and head crops are provided at a resolution of 224 × 224
to the model. Speaking Status. We re-train a state of the art
model for speaker detection [38] on the AVA-ActiveSpeaker
dataset [47] using just the visual modality. The trained model
is then run on our dataset.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Protocol

Datasets. We leverage the VACATION [14] dataset for joint

training, and 3 other datasets for training on individual tasks:
VideoCoAtt [13] for shared attention, and UCO-LAEO [34]
for looking at each other. As there is no existing dataset
for the LAH task, we exploited the annotations in the
VideoAttentionTarget dataset [10] to derive the LAH label1.
VideoAttentionTarget (VAT) [10]. It is a video dataset for

Gaze Following, annotated with head bounding boxes, gaze
points, and inside vs outside frame gaze for a subset of the
people in the scene. It contains 1331 video clips collected
from 50 shows on YouTube. The training and test sets contain
respectively around 131k and 33k bounding boxes.

To obtain the LAH GT, a highly accurate Yolov5 [24] head
detector is used to extract the head bounding boxes of all
people in the scene (results were further checked manually
for verification). Next, for each annotated person, we check
whether their gaze point falls inside any of the detected head
bounding boxes. If yes, the label is positive; otherwise it is
negative. Overall 69% of the total instances have a positive
LAH label.
UCO-LAEO [34]. It was introduced to study the LAEO

task (i.e. mutual gaze). It is annotated with head bounding
boxes, and a label at the head level indicating whether two
heads are LAEO. There are 22, 398 images from 4 TV
shows, including 6, 114 LAEO pairs from 36, 740 possible
head pairs. It is worth noting that we used the Yolo head
detector to predict the head bounding boxes of people in
”negative” videos (i.e. without positive LAEO instances) that
are provided without head annotations.
VideoCoAtt [13]. This dataset was introduced in [13] and

contains 380 videos of 492k frames. When a shared atten-
tion behavior occurs (i.e. about 140k frames), the relevant
images are annotated with the bounding box of the target
object, as well as the head bounding boxes of the people
involved. The dataset is split into train/val/test splits of
about 250k/128k/114k frames, respectively. Since we also
need negative instances, we run a head detector to identify
other people in the scene that are not sharing attention. Any
pair containing at least one of such people is automatically
labeled as a negative instance.
VACATION [14]. This dataset was introduced to study gaze

communication in social interactions. It contains annotations
for atomic-level and event-level gaze communications. At
the atomic-level, it targets both static and temporal gaze
behaviours, and at the event-level, it targets temporal gaze
behaviours. Given that our model is static, we leverage the
static LAEO and SA atomic gaze annotations, and compute
LAH annotations following the same protocol as for VAT. It
is important to note that the annotation scheme only allows
a person to be in a single gaze ’state’, so even if they are in
LAEO and SA, only one of the behaviours is annotated.

Another interesting dataset, GP-static [8], combines clips
from VACATION and UCO-LAEO, and annotates them with

1Doing so for [13] or [34] would produce biased datasets, as annotations
are only provided when at least two persons are in a specific configuration
(LAEO or SA). Cases with a person looking at another one or in the scene
outside these gaze situations are not annotated.



a new set of social gaze classes. However, this dataset was
not available at the time of writing this paper.
Training. During training, we randomly sample up to 6
people in the scene to allow for batch training. At test time
we set the batch size to 1 and consider all detected people.
The optimization configuration for each task is detailed
below.
VideoAttentionTarget. We train the model for 12 epochs

with a learning rate of 3e-4 using the AdamW [30] optimizer.
The loss coefficients are set as λLAH = 10, λIO = 2 and
λLAEO = λSA = 0.
UCO-LAEO & VideoCoAtt. We train the model for 20

epochs with a learning rate of 3e-5 (UCO-LAEO) and 1e-
3 (VideoCoAtt) using the AdamW optimizer. For these two
tasks, we only use the binary cross-entropy for either the
LAEO or co-attention loss and set the remaining losses to 0.
VACATION. We train the model for 20 epochs with a

learning rate of 3e-5 using the AdamW optimizer. We set
λLAH = λLAEO = λSA = 1.
Inference. For the LAH task, a sample is an individual
person pi. At inference, we compute the LAH score for pairs
of pi with all pj , and consider the pair (pi,pĵ) with the
highest predicted score.

pĵ = arg maxj ei→j (8)

For a GT positive case, a prediction is a true positive if
j∗ = ĵ and ei→ĵ is above the threshold for computing
the ROC or Precision-Recall curves. Else the prediction is
a false negative. For a GT negative case, a prediction is a
true negative if ei→ĵ is below the threshold for computing
the ROC or Precision-Recall curves. Else the prediction is a
false positive.

For the LAEO and SA tasks, a sample is a pair of people.
A positive case is when there is LAEO and SA respectively,
and negative otherwise. Similar to LAH, for LAEO we
compute the LAEO score for pairs of pi with all pj , and
retrieve the pair with the highest predicted score (pi,pĵ).
We then set the LAEO score for all other pairs to 0.

pĵ = arg maxj ei↔j (9)

ei↔j = 0 ∀j ̸= ĵ (10)

For the SA task, during inference, we predict the prob-
ability of shared attention for each pair of people. For
visualization, we perform a post-processing step to get all the
disconnected subsets of people sharing attention. In this case,
two people will be considered engaged in shared attention if
there is a connected path in the graph linking them together.
Metrics. For all tasks, we compute the ROC curve and the
associated AUC score, as well as the Precision-Recall curve
and the associated AP score.

For the SA task, we also include two metrics to represent
the shared attention target localization performance. The first
is an L2 distance between the average of the predicted gaze
points of all people sharing attention in an image (according
to the ground truth) and the center point of the ground truth
bounding box of the shared attention target. The second

metric, denoted accuracy, measures the number of times the
previous average point falls within the target bounding box.
We expand the bbox by 5% on each side to account for gaze
predictions on the edge. It is worth noting that unlike [13],
[10], [55] who compute their metrics per frame, we actually
compute our metrics per shared attention instance. Also, our
distance is normalized (i.e. assuming an image size of 1×1).

B. Tested Models

Post-processing baselines. We evaluate the performance of
three Gaze Following models: Chong et al. [10], Tonini et
al. [54], and Sharingan [52] for our social gaze tasks. [10]
is a strong baseline model, while [54] is a recent state of
the art model. Finally, [52] is the current state of the art for
Gaze Following, and the backbone of our architecture.

We post-process the predicted gaze point as follows:
• LAH: For GT positive cases, a prediction is a true

positive if the predicted gaze point is inside the GT
target head bounding box. Else it is a false negative.
For GT negative cases, a prediction is a true negative if
the predicted gaze point is not inside any detected head
bounding box. Else it is a false positive.

• LAEO: For a pair of people, the prediction is positive
if the predicted gaze point for each person is inside the
other person’s head bounding box. Else it is negative.

• SA: For a pair of people, the prediction is positive
if the distance between the predicted gaze points for
each person is within a threshold. We define a set of
thresholds to obtain ROC and Precision-Recall curves,
and the corresponding AUC and AP scores.

Ours-MLP. The output person tokens from Sharingan are fed
straight to the task specific decoders without any updates.
Ours-Graph. The output person tokens from Sharingan are
first updated using the Graph Module and then passed to the
task specific decoders. For a fair comparison, we match the
number of parameters for the MLP and graph models.
Speaking. The MLP and graph models augmented with the
speaking status information of people in the scene. Denoted
by the spk subscript.

C. Results

VideoAttentionTarget. Our results for LAH performance
on VideoAttentionTarget are summarized in Table I. We
see that Ours-Graph provides some improvements over
Ours-MLP, with gains of about 1 point for AUC and
0.6 for AP. It also improves over or matches the perfor-
mance of the Tonini [54] (Prec.=0.900, Recall=0.718) and
Sharingan [52](Prec.=0.919, Recall=0.587) post-processing
baselines as seen in the precision-recall curve in Fig. 3. How-
ever, the Chong [10] baseline (Prec.=0.919, Recall=0.735)
slightly outperforms our models.
VideoCoAtt. Our results for SA performance on VideoCoAtt
are summarized in Table II. Ours-Graph achieves the best
AP score, and outperforms the post-processing baselines.
However, it slightly degrades over Ours-MLP for AUC score.
In terms of distance and accuracy, Sharingan [52] (Dist:
0.116, Acc: 0.665) has better performance compared to



Model AUCLAH APLAH

Ours-MLP 0.724 0.896
Ours-MLPspk 0.738 0.906
Ours-Graph 0.733 0.902

Ours-Graphspk 0.722 0.893
TABLE I: Results for LAH on VAT. Best results are
given in bold.

Model AUCSA APSA

Chong et al. [10] 0.695 0.297
Tonini et al. [54] 0.715 0.300
Sharingan [52] 0.760 0.301

Ours-MLP 0.896 0.594
Ours-Graph 0.890 0.604

TABLE II: Results for SA on VideoCoAtt. Best results
are given in bold.

Model AUCLAEO APLAEO

LAEO-Net [34] - 0.795
Doosti [11] - 0.651

Chang et al. [8] - 0.803
Ours-MLP 0.986 0.957
Ours-Graph 0.981 0.946

TABLE III: Results for LAEO on UCO-LAEO. Best
results are given in bold.

Fig. 3: Prec-Recall curve for LAH on VAT.

Fig. 4: Prec-Recall curve for LAEO on UCO-LAEO.

Model APLAH APSA APLAEO

Ours-Graph:LAH 0.924 - -
Ours-Graph:SA - 0.213 -

Ours-Graph:LAEO - - 0.721
Ours-Graph 0.935 0.222 0.741

TABLE IV: Results on the VACATION dataset. We train
for individual tasks (Ours-Graph:{LAH, SA, LAEO }) or all
tasks jointly (Ours-Graph). Best results are given in bold.

Chong [10] (Dist: 0.139, Acc:0.579) and Tonini (Dist: 0.127,
Acc: 0.452). As the gaze decoder is frozen while training
for SA, the scores for Ours-MLP and Ours-Graph remain at
distance 0.116 and accuracy 0.665.
UCO-LAEO. Our results for LAEO performance on UCO-
LAEO are summarized in Table III. We see that Ours-MLP
outperforms other methods to set the new state of the art,
with Ours-Graph slightly behind. As most frames in UCO-
LAEO contain only 2 people, the graph likely does not bring
added benefits. Further, the precision-recall curve in Fig. 4
shows that both models surpass the Chong [10] (Prec.=0.791,
Recall=0.832), Tonini [54] (Prec.=0.790, Recall=0.771) and
Sharingan [52] (Prec.=0.842, Recall=0.794) post-processing
baselines.
VACATION. Our results for LAH, SA and LAEO on VA-
CATION are given in Table IV. We train our model with
the Graph Module jointly on all tasks (Ours-Graph), as well
as separately on each task (Ours-Graph:{LAH,LAEO,SA

}). We observe improvements in performance for all tasks
following the joint training, suggesting that it may help in
better capturing social interaction semantics.
Speaking Status. Our preliminary results for including
speaking status information for LAH are given in Table I.
We see an improvement of about 1 point for AUC and
AP for Ours-MLP, and a degradation of about 1 point for
AUC and AP for Ours-Graph. The improvement in the case
of Ours-MLP suggests the potential of leveraging speaking
information for improving social gaze inference, however,
more research is needed to better capture and incorporate
this information.
Gaze Following Metrics vs Social Gaze Metrics. A key
observation is that better performance on standard Gaze
Following metrics does not always correspond to better social
gaze performance. For instance, Tonini [54] reports better
Gaze Following performance than Chong [10], but performs
worse than it for both LAH and LAEO as seen in Figures 3,4.
Similarly, Sharingan [52] reports the best Gaze Following
performance but performs worse than Chong [10] for LAH
as seen in Figure 3. This can be attributed to the fact that
models miss the target person, instead selecting salient items
or people nearby. This is not reflected in standard Gaze
Following metrics, but is captured through semantic metrics.
Qualitative Results. We provide some qualitative samples
from Ours-Graph in Figure 5. We see that it is able to
accurately capture social gaze in a variety of situations,
including when the face is not visible. It can however fail



Fig. 5: Sample of qualitative results from the test sets. The left block corresponds to SA (i.e. VideoCoAtt dataset). The middle
block corresponds to LAEO (i.e. UCO-LAEO dataset). The right block corresponds to LAH (i.e. VideoAttentionTarget dataset).
Shapes of the same color denote a relationship (e.g. shared attention). The colors orange and pink denote different instances
of true positives, while the dashed white corresponds to false negatives and dashed red to false positives. For LAH, the
source person is represented by a bounding box, while the target head is denoted by a circle.

when it does not capture subtle cues from the eyes that
indicate the presence or absence of social gaze.

V. DISCUSSION

Our results in Section IV-C indicate that leveraging a graph
module to update the person tokens returned by Sharingan
does not necessarily improve performance compared to di-
rectly supplying the tokens to the task specific decoders
(when matched for parameter count). As Sharingan performs
self-attention between all person and scene tokens through
the ViT encoder, it may already capture person interactions
relevant for social gaze when it is trained for gaze following.
Another possible explanation is the small size of the datasets,
which may not contain enough diversity for the Graph
Module to accurately capture social interactions.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a unified model for Gaze
Following and social gaze prediction, focusing on the tasks
of looking at heads, mutual gaze and shared attention. Unlike
other approaches, our models leverage gaze following repre-
sentations and are explicitly trained for social gaze predic-
tion. They show improved performance compared to baseline
methods on public benchmarks, opening a new direction for
more semantic analysis of Gaze Following performance. We
also investigated the benefits of joint training on all tasks
and observe that it can lead to improvements in performance
compared to training on individual tasks. Finally, we showed
the potential of incorporating speaking status for improving
social gaze prediction through gains in LAH performance
in the case of our MLP model. For future work, we plan
to further investigate the effectiveness of speaking status
information and attempt new ways of multimodal fusion. We
also plan to investigate training on larger datasets through
new annotations to incorporate greater data diversity.
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